
Bolia presents the Visti dining bench and chair

The Visti dining bench and chair are two new variants of the armchair of the same name. A classic, 
timeless design with clear references to Bolia’s Scandinavian design heritage. Handmade with a solid 
oak structure and covered with a soft seat and tactile upholstery of your choice. Designed by Italian 
Studio Nooi.

With its inviting expression, outstanding comfort, and timeless silhouette, the Visti series makes a beautiful 
addition to any space. Inspired by the classics of Scandinavian mid-century design but with a decidedly contem-
porary twist, Visti is designed to last for years – with a timeless character and durable construction.

Soft cushions float within the crafted frame, which is handmade in solid FSC®-certified (FSC® C165134) oak. 
The seats are designed for maximum comfort, in durable, molded foam. The flat armrests are ideal for placing a 
book or a cup of tea. Including the two new designs, Visti has become a complete design series that allows you 
to create cohesion in your interior from one room to another.

Every design in the Visti series is made in Europe, using the finest and most durable materials. Tailor-made in a 
wide variety of upholstery fabrics to fit any interior – and just like all designs in Bolia’s collection, Visti comes 
with a 10-year warranty.

Bolia.com

Bolia.com is a Danish design company with 82 design stores across Europe as well as online shops in 30 
countries and exclusive dealers in more than 50 countries around the world. 

The Bolia design collective includes world-renowned international designers who share a passion for 
longevity, handcrafted quality, and sustainable solutions. In close collaboration, two annual collections 
are created; always inspired by the ever-changing Scandinavian landscapes, and with every design tai-

lor-made to fit the customer’s needs
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